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Problem Statement

We aim to push developers and architects to design and create more weather 

resistant buildings in lieu of rising sea levels and hurricanes for residents among Lower 

Manhattan, especially near coastal areas. Businesses, real estate and Manhattan 

residents are also a stakeholder since they can be affected just as much as the 

buildings.



Secondary Research



LES: Resilient Neighborhoods Initiative 
● Hurricane Sandy: 800 households received damage assistance (90% renters households), which 

made up 34% of all household file claims in Manhattan.

● 100 buildings / 6,000 residential units can be affected by a 10 year storm while 500 buildings / 

19,000 residential units can be affected by a 50 year storm. 

● Between 0-5.9 ft (flooding) in LES, East Village, and Two Bridges

● $8.7 Million Insurance claims in LES, East Village, and Two Bridges

● $68.3 Million in Manhattan and $200.6 Million in NYC. 

● 13% of NFIP claims paid to multifamily buildings were in the LES, East Village, and Two Bridges. 





Interview: Waterfront Alliance

● W.A. focus on Resilience, Access and 
Ecology 

● Have/provide  guidelines for companies 
beginning to utilize land such as 
Greenpoint Landing & Starlight Park 
○ Resilience: Structural and able to 

overcome flooding and sea level 
rise 

○ Access: Accessibility to water and 
transport.

○ Ecology: Sustainable production 
and development; focus on clean 
water and vegetation growth.



NYC’s Response to Rising Water Catastrophe

● Over 400,000 New Yorkers currently live within the 100-year 

floodplain.

○ Bloomberg Administration’s 2013 Special Initiative for 

Rebuilding and Resiliency (SIRR) projected that an additional 

400,000 New Yorkers will live within flood-susceptible areas by 

2050.

● As a response to Hurricane Sandy in 2014, New York began requiring 

mechanical systems to be installed above the “design flood elevation” 

— one to two feet higher than the highest expected flooding — at 

buildings, like American Copper, that are being constructed or 

substantially renovated in a floodplain.

http://www.nyc.gov/html/sirr/html/report/report.shtml
http://www.nyc.gov/html/sirr/html/report/report.shtml


What is NYC Doing?
● High-rise safety: New high-rise buildings must 

meet additional safety standards:

● Stairway connections: Public halls that connect 

two stairways are not required in certain new, 

● Major enlargements. Alterations that more than 

double the floor area of a building may require 

that the entire building be upgraded to current 

codes. 

● Accessibility: requirements align with the Federal 

Americans with Disabilities Act and Fair Housing 

Act.



JDS developers wanted tenants to live in 
the towers for at least a week, no matter 
how high floodwaters may reach nor how 
long the power is out.

http://www.hudsonyardsoffices.com/office/10-hudson-yards/availabilities/building/sustainability-and-resiliency

The Hudson Yards

●  A “bathtub” secured by “submarine doors” seals off and waterproofs all critical 

infrastructure which sits under the flood plain.

● Equipped for underfloor or overhead air distribution 

● Rainwater Harvesting that collects stormwater from roof to replenish cooling towers & 

irrigate landscaping to minimizing its burden on the city’s sewer system

American Copper Buildings



Further Methodology



5 Elements 
What? Create ways to make buildings more resilient to hurricanes and rising sea levels. 

For Whom? For residents of Lower Manhattan (residential) while considering other stakeholders such as 
tourists and businesses (commercial). 

Context (context, facts, why): In a world where rising sea levels and hurricanes are becoming more frequent 
and consequential, the facts prove that it is time to implement new designs more efficiently.

Goals: We aim to push developers to consider the importance of developing resilient structures, for both 
residential and commercial purposes. 

Assumptions: We need to test the assumptions that developers are not planning long-term for future 
developments. 



Discovery / Redesign / Design Challenge 

Discovery: Buildings can be built resilient to rising tides and hurricanes but many are not being 
built this way (due to short term costs).

Potential Redesign ideas: 

1. Guidelines (refer to Waterfront Alliance)
2. Redesign waterfront railings to be 3 feet high
3. Tube or pipe system to guide water.
4. Architectural Installation (guides or filters water) 

Design Challenge: Can it be implemented? 



Mind Map  
● Connections between the 

environment and developments.

● Positives and Negatives in 

Residential

● Resilient buildings depend on 

developments but are impacted 

by the environment.

● Energy, money and damage are 

key factors. 



Flow Analysis 
● Developments depend on 

environment - affects non-resilient 

developments 

● Destruction impacts life and 

employment as well as the economy.

● Non-Resilient developments when 

affected by the environment lead to 

shortages, which cause prices to go 

up and negatively affect the economy 

and increase unemployment. 



Long Range Forecasts - Flood - Lower Manhattan 

Insight: even at just 1% annual increase, numbers increase (amount of residential units and 
buildings affected) and could be expedited as this is just a forecast. 



Affinity Diagram
● Resilient vs. Non-Resilient 

share half of the factors (yet 

less important ones)

● Floods from Hurricanes or. 

Floods from Sea Level Rise 

share two out of six.

● Repair cost and term duration 

are shared with environments 

and developments. 



Stakeholder Mapping
● Direct vs. Indirect Relationship of 

Stakeholders.
● Commercial has the most directly related 

while Residential has the least; hotels 
come in the middle.

● Residential and Hotels have the most 
indirectly related while Commercial is the 
least.

● Together, Businesses, Consumers, and 
Residents are the most affected while 
Tourists and Employees are the least. 



Prototype



Prototype Proposals
1) Metal/Glass Railing

2) Sponge Installation

3) All-in-One Flood Structure

4) Green Space

5) Subway Station Sketchup 

6) Mobile Application for Developers or Stakeholders



How to Avoid Rising Waters Brochure
Outer Flap               Back      Front     Inner    Inner   Inner



Video Trial and Insights for Prototype  

● Clarify and define guidelines.

● V1 → V2 this was changed yet 

some people did not understand.

● This is 1 out of 5 trial videos.

● For the future, emphasize and 

define and perhaps visualize and 

make it a booklet so more 

information can fit. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W28DWh2UZPs


Final Pamphlet
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